
EQUINE
Re-Imagine Your Riding Environment



Common Building Types

Atlas
Available from 24' - 108' Wide

The Atlas Building Series defines the traditional look of fabric covered buildings. Popular 
applications include barns, implement and equipment storage, commercial warehouses 
and storage buildings.

Apex
Available from 53' - 100' Wide

The Apex Building Series maximizes interior usable space thanks to its tall side walls. The 
slightly curved roof profile, sharp peak and standard sidewall legs give the Apex style and 
character, without sacrificing functionality.

Epic
Available from 80’ - 120’  Wide

The Epic Building Series has the look of a traditional building and all the benefits of a 
fabric building: natural light, superior ventilation, and no interior columns. A popular style 
for dairy buildings, the Epic’s straight wall design offers flexibility of door locations and 
sidewall features.



Indoor Riding Arenas 
We offer great solutions for indoor riding 
arenas, whether for personal use or as part 
of a rodeo.

Year-Round
Ride or train year-round, 
regardless of weather  
conditions, without outside  
noise or indoor echoing for a 
stress-free environment for all. 

Bright & Airy
Our free-span interiors reach 
great heights with beautiful 
cathedral-style options for 
well-ventilated, bright, and 
naturally lit buildings.

Wide Open Spaces
The absence of internal 
posts means you can 
maximize the area up to 
200 feet wide of space in a 
welcoming environment.

Training Arenas   
Our fabric structures provide the optimal 
square footage necessary, and with no 
interior columns to get in the way.

Horse Barns & Boarding Stables  
Easily accommodate stalls, run-ins, tack 
shops and boarding stables with bright 
natural light and abundant fresh air.

The Ideal Choice 

Benefits



•  Choose from several customized stall 
options, or create your own!

•  Add visible and durable interior fencing  
to train and contain horses

•  Design high-quality sliding barn doors 
for access to outside of stable

•  Build viewing area(s) throughout stable 
to support riding competitions
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